
For more than 44 years, Validex, the conveying system specialist ,has been designing  
and building solutions for the catering industry. Mindful of our clients’ needs and   
specificities, we focus on providing sustainable and technologically innovative equipment.

For more than 44 years, 
the Validex team has been designing 
sustainable solutions for catering industry, 
we focus on offering you the best of our knowledge.
 
André PERRIER CEO 
Christian MARTINI, Technical Director 
Patrick VAJDA Export Sales Manager

https://www.youtube.com/user/ValidexFrance - https://www.facebook.com/validexfr/ 
http://video.validex.fr/ - www.validex.fr - http://concept-banquet.fr/
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Belt conveyor

Conveyor to carry dirty plates 
to dishwasher.

Magnetic cutlery picker

To transfer automatically cut-
lery from a tray to a basket.

Basket automatic intro-
ducer/extractor : Conical 
roller curve-

Curved motorized conveyor to 
insert dirty plates baskets in 
dishwasher with a small space 
constraint.

Dishes basket shelves

To stock basket and to help 
sort of the dish.

Belt setting conveyor

Conveyor to put meal ele-
ments  together in plate/box/
basket.

Motorised roller 
conveyor

Conveyor to insert automati-
cally dirty plates baskets in the 
dishwasher. Provided with its 
own motorization, which in-
crease the dishwasher output.

Cord conveyor junction

To merge 2 lines of transport 
trays in one.

Automatic magnetic 
card tray dispenser

Automatic trays distributor 
with magnetic card reader, 
allowing faster trays disrtribu-
tion and access control.

Waste disposal  
treatment   
BIODEC COMPACT

To grind, to spin, to compress 
and to treat food waste.

Moving angles vertical 
conveyor

Vertical conveyor to carry 
trays after meal from the 
lunch room to cleaning area 
(for trays or baskets). Average 
capacity :  700 load per hour.

Corner basket loader

Conveyor to insert laterally a 
dirty plate basket in a dishwa-
sher.

Tray setting cord 
conveyor

Conveyor to put meal ele-
ments  together in a tray.

Classification station

for non organic waste sorting, 
with dedicated container per 
item (paper, plastic, can, ...)

Automatic dispenser 
for trolleys

To distribute trays from a 
single conveyor on several 
trolleys.

Corner basket unloader

Conveyor to extract on corner 
a clean plate basket from di-
shwasher.

Waste disposal treat-
ment: Waste through

Water canal to carry food 
waste from workstation 
around trays conveyors to 
food waste disposal (BIODEC 
Compact & Separe).

Waste disposal  
treatment BIODEC SPLIT

To grind, to spin, to compress 
and to treat food waste from 
several collection point to 
a  main recovery point.

Platonett

Motorized brush to clean 
trays.

Automatic cutlery   
management system

Conveyor to extract full dirty 
plate basket by a magnetic 
extractor.

Trays carrousel

To clear trays after meal and 
create a storage.

Rigid arms vertical 
conveyor

Vertical conveyor to carry 
trays after meal from the 
lunch room to cleaning area 
(for trays or baskets). Average 
capacity :  1400 load per hour.

Free roller conveyor

Free roller conveyor (unmo-
torized and unmechanized) 
to insert dirty plate basket in 
dishwasher or to extract clean 
plate basket from a dishwas-
her and stock it.

Chain conveyor   
for basket

Conveyor to insert automati-
cally dirty dishes  baskets in 
the dishwasher. Provided with 
its own motorization, which 
increase the dishwasher out-
put.

Basket slat conveyor

Conveyor to insert automati-
cally dirty plates baskets in the 
dishwasher. Provided with its 
own motorization, which in-
crease the dishwasher output.

Helicoidal vertical slat 
conveyor

Conveyor to carry from one 
floor to another one trays af-
ter meal from the lunch room 
to cleaning area.

We also produce : slat conveyor belt for trays, Side loader for trolley, to stack tray  
laterally at conveyor’s end, tray’s loader,dishwasher outlet, to stack trays, alternatively 
on several trolleys, tray’s loader, dishwasher inlet, to unstack trays from a trolley into 
a dishwasher, sushi conveyor, multi level conveyor, reversible conveyor,  food waste 
conveyor belt, …. And much more…

Clearing cord conveyor 
for trays

Conveyor to carry trays after 
meal from the lunch room to 
dishwashing area.

Removable sorting 
bridge

Free roller conveyor   
accessory.

Lowerator

Trolleys for trays stacking at 
the end of a trays conveyor.


